Kiln

Bedding Cart

Speed up bedding out larger
kilns while providing a safe,
ergonomic working deck with
stairs for higher brick placement.

The Bedding Cart is a portable, aluminum rolling
deck, with ergonomic steps to allow masons to bed
the bottom of the kiln - up to the spring line with
ease. The stairs provide a more stable and ergonomic
way to reach the spring line, especially in larger
kins, removing the need for springboards or other
dangerous methods to scale the side of the kiln.

KILN BEDDING CART
SAFETY FEATURES

EFFICIENCY FEATURES

Ergonomic step design to reach spring line

Structural components 6061-T6 aluminum

Pin connections for quick assembly and disassembly

Load capacity 2,720 kg (6,600 lb)
Polyurethane wheels with kick brake

Hitch rings in front to pull cart up kiln with a winch

Safety fall guards

Room for workers, tools, and staging brick

ANSI, MSHA, CE and CSA compliant

Custom designed for specific kiln diameters

ALUMINUM PERF-O-GRIP

planking on the deck and steps is lightweight
and allows for sure footing and less buildup.

SYMMETRICAL COMPONENTS

are engineering into the design of the
bedding cart to simplify assembly
further

PIN CONNECTIONS

makes assembly and disassembly easy without
having to worry about different hardware

CUSTOM MADE

for different kiln diameters, kiln ranges, or access accommodations

ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED

with steps so workers can access spring line
of kiln easier and safer

2,720 KG (6,600 LB) LOAD CAPACITY

allows for a pallet of brick, plus workers and tools

Since 1968,

we’ve been dedicated to enhancing the safety and efficiency of refractory
maintenance crews around the world. We are the only manufacturer to
offer a full-system, start-to-finish approach, from bricking machines and
safety cages to conveyors and ramps. Our custom-design service ensures
no matter what crews are up against, they have the equipment they need
to minimize downtime and ensure everyone goes home uninjured each day.
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